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A brief reminder: Implicit Bias - IAT results

NSD respondents

IAT subject: Race (Black-White)

Recall our discussions on implicit bias from the past NSD staff meetings, 

Take-aways: Implicit biases exist, also in NSD.  Increase awareness, manage negative impacts. 

Thank you again to those who took an IAT and shared your results.



C.f. https://diversity.lbl.gov/2019/12/04/microaggressions-1000-cuts-add-up/ : 

Microaggressions are: 

       - ways in which biases leak out in situations 

       - the everyday verbal and nonverbal slights, whether intentional or unintentional, 
         which communicate negative messages (definition from Psychology Today) 

Microaggressions exist at LBL 

       The Lab’s Women Scientist and Engineers Council (WSEC) conducted an informal 
        survey with their members in 2018.  The top five microaggressions that 75% of the 
       (59) respondents experienced were: 

              1. frequent interruptions, 
              2. he-peating 
              3. mansplaining 
              4. prove-it-again 
              5. jokes about DEI or work-life balance 

   Microaggressions matter 

       A useful analogy is that of a liquid drop on a keyboard.  Even though a single drop does not 
       usually cause lasting damage, most of us will not ignore it.  However, the cumulation of  
       many drops often/always is destructive. !3

Today’s topic: microaggressions

Additional information on these 
terms may be found here.

https://diversity.lbl.gov/2019/12/04/microaggressions-1000-cuts-add-up/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Hv04ctv5pfLtjO5-xvpBtcL3gQGc5RR7_neMykIXbz0/edit?pli=1#slide=id.g6b6d8a9f9a_0_5
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Microaggressions - language and behavior

Let’s be mindful of our own language and behavior 

Analogy: 
    while a single liquid drop does not usually cause damage, most of us will not ignore it. 
        consider acknowledging mention of a microaggression rather than dismissing it. 

    the cumulation of many drops often/always is destructive. 
        under-represented groups talent at risk of leaving STEM fields altogether.
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Microaggressions - Upstander behavior

Address the microaggression, not the microaggressor. 

Additional resource: Upstander Action Guide by the Lab’s IDEA office

http://www.apple.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YnRxPrxrHmBId-k77IVSxXqEwOWDeeAh/view
http://diversity.lbl.gov
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Microaggressions - Action Item for Today

Elements (June 29) featured an initiative by Maurice Garcia-Sciveres (PD) to  
    End the use of the insensitive Master/Slave terminology in our field

Consider committing to this pledge.  The pledge may be found here.

https://sites.google.com/view/mspledge/home

